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Abstract 32 

In 21,846 eMERGE-III participants, sequencing 10 arrhythmia syndrome disease genes 33 

identified 123 individuals with pathogenic or likely pathogenic (P/LP) variants. Compared to 34 

non-carriers, P/LP carriers had a significantly higher burden of arrhythmia phenotypes in their 35 

electronic health records (EHRs). Fifty one participants had variant results returned. Eighteen of 36 

these 51 participants had inherited arrhythmia syndrome diagnoses (primarily long QT 37 

syndrome), and 11/18 of these diagnoses were made only after variant results were returned. 38 

After in vitro functional evaluation of 50 variants of uncertain significance (VUS), we 39 

reclassified 11 variants: 3 to likely benign and 8 to P/LP. As large numbers of people are 40 

sequenced, the disease risk from rare variants in arrhythmia genes can be assessed by integrating 41 

genomic screening, EHR phenotypes, and in vitro functional studies.	  42 
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Introduction 43 

The increasing use of large-scale sequencing and genomic medicine holds great 44 

promise for identifying individuals at risk for rare Mendelian diseases. The American College 45 

of Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) has recommended that incidentally discovered 46 

pathogenic/likely pathogenic (P/LP) variants in 59 Mendelian disease genes be reported back 47 

to patients.1 However, two major challenges remain to implementation of broad scale genomic 48 

screening. First, P/LP variants often exhibit incomplete penetrance,2,3 so it is unclear what 49 

fraction of individuals with incidentally discovered P/LP variants will have a phenotype. 50 

Second, the vast majority of coding variants in Mendelian disease genes are currently 51 

classified as variants of uncertain significance (VUS).4,5 Common approaches to VUS 52 

reclassification have involved segregation studies in individual families or in vitro functional 53 

experiments.6-9 54 

Congenital arrhythmia syndromes are rare Mendelian diseases that can cause sudden 55 

unexplained death in otherwise healthy individuals. These syndromes, which include long QT 56 

syndrome (LQTS), Brugada syndrome (BrS), LMNA-related dilated cardiomyopathy and 57 

arrhythmia, and Catecholaminergic Polymorphic Ventricular Tachycardia (CPVT), affect 58 

approximately 1 in 1,000 to 1 in 10,000 individuals.10-13 These syndromes are typically caused 59 

by dominant rare pathogenic variants in cardiac ion channel genes and other related genes.14 60 

Individuals with these disorders have presentations including diverse arrhythmias and 61 

electrocardiographic abnormalities, syncope, cardiomyopathy, or sudden death. It is standard of 62 

care to provide presymptomatic genetic screening and prophylactic therapy (if indicated) to 63 

relatives of affected probands.15 However, the role of genomic screening across populations for 64 

these syndromes is not yet established.   65 
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The multicenter Electronic Medical Records and Genomics sequencing study (eMERGE-66 

III) investigated the feasibility of genomic screening by sequencing 109 genes implicated across 67 

the spectrum of Mendelian diseases in over 20,000 individuals, returning variant results to the 68 

participants, and using Electronic Health Record (EHR) and follow-up clinical data to ascertain 69 

patient phenotypes.16,17 In this work, we investigate the association between rare variants in 10 70 

arrhythmia genes with arrhythmia phenotypes in 21,846 eMERGE-III participants unselected for 71 

arrhythmia phenotypes. In addition, we assess the utility of using genomic screening, EHR 72 

phenotypes, and in vitro functional datasets to reclassify VUS in arrhythmia genes.   73 
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Results 74 

Patient characteristics and genotypes 75 

 We studied 21,846 eMERGE-III participants who did not have a clinical indication for 76 

sequencing related to arrhythmias, cardiomyopathy, or heart failure. Some participants had 77 

clinical diagnoses related to other conditions (e.g. colon cancer).17 The median age of the study 78 

group was 58 (IQR: 26-70), 10.9% were under 18 years old at the time of record review, 52.2% 79 

were female, and 69.8% self-reported as White (Table S1). We focused on 10 genes previously 80 

linked to Mendelian arrhythmia syndromes (ANK2, CACNA1C, KCNE1, KCNE2, KCNH2, 81 

KCNJ2, KCNQ1, LMNA, RYR2, and SCN5A; Table S2).16 Among these genes, 123 individuals 82 

(0.56%) were heterozygous for a P/LP variant according to American College of Genetics and 83 

Genomics/American College of Pathology (ACMG/AMP) criteria.18 In addition, 1,838 84 

individuals (8.4%) were not heterozygous for any P/LP variant, but were heterozygous for one or 85 

more of 1,648 ultra-rare VUS (gnomAD allele frequency below 2.5e-5;19,20 Table S1). Self-86 

reported White and non-White individuals had a similar frequency of P/LP variants (0.53% for 87 

Whites vs. 0.65% for non-Whites, p=0.28). However, compared to White individuals, non-88 

Whites were more likely to be heterozygous for rare VUS (7.4% for Whites vs. 10.8% for non-89 

Whites, p=3.8e-19). 90 

 91 

Association between pathogenic variants and EHR-derived phenotypes 92 

Compared to individuals without any P/LP variants, participants heterozygous for P/LP 93 

variants had a higher prevalence of EHR code-based arrhythmia phenotypes (Figure 1, Table 94 

S3). These were concentrated in “extreme” and “severe” arrhythmia groups defined in the 95 

Methods section. For example, 22/123 (18%) of all P/LP carriers had an EHR-documented 96 
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extreme or severe arrhythmia code compared to 1,386/19,885 (7%) of non-carriers (Figure 1).  97 

Using logistic regressions, we detected 15 significant associations with a false discovery rate 98 

(FDR) below 0.1 between arrhythmia EHR diagnoses and P/LP variants in all pooled genes or in 99 

specific genes, with odds ratios from 2.7 to 36.8 (Table S3). The most frequently associated 100 

disease was LQTS, which was associated with P/LP variants in all genes in a pooled analysis, as 101 

well as P/LP variants in KCNE1, KCNH2, and KCNQ1 individually (Figure 2). P/LP variants in 102 

LMNA were associated with 7 of the 11 analyzed arrhythmia phenotypes, highlighting the 103 

pleiotropic nature of LMNA-related cardiomyopathy and arrhythmia. In contrast to the P/LP 104 

associations, we detected almost no associations of VUS with arrhythmia phenotypes (Figure 1, 105 

Table S4). The only exception was LMNA VUS, which were significantly associated with pooled 106 

extreme and severe phenotypes (Figure 1). Burden tests using the Optimized Sequence Kernel 107 

Association Test method (SKAT-O) yielded similar results to the logistic regression analyses; 12 108 

of the 15 associations that were significant (FDR<0.1) with the logistic regression analyses were 109 

also significant in the SKAT-O analyses (Table S5, S6). 110 

We performed a sensitivity analysis to determine if the code-based associations were 111 

simply due to a higher rate of arrhythmia diagnoses after 2017, when return of genetic results 112 

began, but this was not the case. Nearly all the associations remained intact when analyses were 113 

restricted to EHR codes before 2017, although some had a smaller effect size (Table S7). 114 

Similarly, when we restricted the analysis to the 70% of participants who self-reported as White, 115 

we observed concordant results, although again some of the associations had lower levels of 116 

significance (Table S8). 117 

 118 

Association between pathogenic variants and electrocardiographic parameters  119 
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 8 

 To analyze the impact of genetic variants on electrocardiographic (ECG) intervals, we 120 

obtained all available ECGs from the EHR for 4 of the 10 sites (83,455 qualifying ECGs from 121 

7,670 participants). Consistent with the established role of sodium current in regulating cardiac 122 

conduction velocity, we found significant associations between P/LP variants in SCN5A 123 

(encoding the cardiac sodium channel) and conduction delay (PR and QRS intervals; Figure 2A-124 

B, Table S9). We also observed significant associations between the QTc interval and P/LP 125 

variants in all genes, and in individual potassium channel genes (KCNQ1, KCNH2, and KCNE1; 126 

Figure 2C). There was also directional concordance between the quantitative QTc interval effects 127 

(Figure 2C) and LQTS diagnosis associations (Figure 2D). There were no significant 128 

associations between VUS and ECG intervals (Table S10). 129 

 130 

Return of variant results 131 

 51 participants with P/LP variants in selected arrhythmia genes (KCNE1, KCNH2, 132 

KCNQ1, SCN5A) were returned variant results (RoR, Figure 3). All were encouraged to seek 133 

follow-up clinical care and screening. One year after receiving results, 28 of the 51 (55%) 134 

participants had a documented arrhythmia phenotype. 18 of the 51 (35%) received an inherited 135 

arrhythmia diagnosis (15 long QT syndrome, 2 Brugada syndrome, 1 LMNA-related DCM). 136 

Seven diagnoses were made before and 11 were made after RoR. These patients had a high 137 

prevalence of ECG abnormalities and other arrhythmias: 14 out of 18 participants had 138 

arrhythmia phenotypes or abnormal electrocardiographic phenotypes such as QTc> 480 ms or a 139 

Brugada ECG pattern (Table S11). The remaining 4 participants were diagnosed with an 140 

arrhythmia syndrome but had borderline phenotypes or no documented phenotypes. Changes in 141 
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clinical management following RoR included: a new diagnosis (11), medication change (6), 142 

medication counseling (3), and Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator placement (1) (Table S12).  143 

 144 

VUS and variant reclassification 145 

 Ultra-rare VUS (gnomAD allele frequency <2.5e-5) were considered plausible candidate 146 

arrhythmia-associated variants.20 Indeed, 116 ultra-rare VUS occurred in at least 1 participant 147 

with an extreme or severe arrhythmia phenotype (Figure 4, Figure S1). It was not possible in this 148 

study to precisely determine the arrhythmia penetrance of ultra-rare variants since they were (by 149 

definition) present in only 1 or a few individuals. Nevertheless, to test the hypothesis that 150 

genomic screening and EHR-derived phenotypes could help identify disease-causing variants, 151 

we used heterologous expression and in vitro electrophysiological recording to evaluate the 152 

function of 52 ultra-rare eMERGE-III variants in KCNQ1, KCNH2, and SCN5A (Figure 5). The 153 

initial ACMG/AMP classifications of the variants were 50 VUS, 1 likely benign (LB), and 1 LP. 154 

Of the 52 studied variants, 28 had normal or near-normal in vitro function and were 155 

assigned the ACMG/AMP BS3 criterion. 5 variants had abnormal in vitro function strongly 156 

consistent with pathogenicity and were assigned PS3 at the strong level. 2 KCNQ1 variants had 157 

severe loss of function as homotetramers but did not have strong dominant negative effects as 158 

heterotetramers; these were assigned PS3 at the moderate level. 17 variants had mild 159 

abnormalities with inconclusive predicted disease impacts and were not assigned any 160 

ACMG/AMP in vitro criteria. The electrophysiological results were largely consistent with the 161 

EHR phenotypes in the study (Table 1, Figure 4, Figure 5). For example, all 5 of the variants 162 

assigned PS3 at the strong level were present in at least 1 eMERGE-III carrier with an extreme 163 

or severe phenotype. The updated BS3 and PS3 criteria, as well as recently published hotspot 164 
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 10 

criteria for the three studied genes19 were used to reclassify the 52 variants (Table 1, Table S13). 165 

12 variants were reclassified: 3 VUSàLB, 7 VUSàLP, 1 VUSàP, and 1 LPàP. These data 166 

support the concept that genomic screening, EHR phenotypes, and follow-up in vitro functional 167 

studies can address individual ultra-rare variants, and assist with interpretation of VUS.  168 
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Discussion 169 

Association between P/LP and arrhythmia phenotypes 170 

 Using a large unselected cohort, we found associations between P/LP variants and 171 

arrhythmia phenotypes. These associations were strongest with LQTS, especially the potassium 172 

channel genes KCNQ1, KCNH2, and KCNE1, with adjusted odds ratios between 20-25. Variants 173 

in the potassium channel genes KCNQ1 and KCNH2 are the commonest cause of LQTS, 174 

responsible for approximately 80% of cases.21 KCNE1 encodes an auxiliary subunit of an ion 175 

channel responsible for the repolarizing current IKs, and was recently designated by the ClinGen 176 

consortium as only having “limited evidence” for LQTS association.21 Our results suggest that 177 

although KCNE1 P/LP variants may be rare, in part due to the small size of the gene, at least 178 

some KCNE1 variants are strongly associated with LQTS. SCN5A and LMNA P/LP variants had 179 

pleiotropic effects: SCN5A variants were associated with syncope and premature ventricular 180 

contractions, and LMNA variants were associated with 7 arrhythmia phenotypes. Using ECG 181 

intervals as a quantitative readout of variant effect, we also observed associations between P/LP 182 

variants in KCNH2 and KCNQ1 and QTc prolongation and variants in SCN5A with slower 183 

cardiac conduction (PR and QRS prolongation), consistent with these channels’ effects on the 184 

cardiac conduction system. 185 

Previous work from the eMERGE consortium failed to detect a high rate of arrhythmia 186 

diagnoses in carriers of incidental variants in SCN5A or KCNH2.22 Three main reasons may 187 

explain the difference between the previous and current studies. First, the current dataset is much 188 

larger (21,846 vs 2,022) and includes additional genes (10 genes vs. 2), improving the power to 189 

detect variant associations. Second, the current study included return of results to the participants 190 

and follow-up examination and diagnoses. Third, since the widespread adoption of the 191 
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ACMG/AMP framework,18 variant annotation practices appear to have improved in consistency, 192 

and many variants have been reclassified.23 193 

 194 

Incomplete penetrance 195 

 Incomplete penetrance—the phenomenon that only a fraction of P/LP variant carriers 196 

have a disease-related phenotype—has been well-described for many arrhythmia variants studied 197 

in large families. For example, large family studies showed a penetrance of 25%-41% for 198 

LQTS,24,25 47%-65% for BrS,26,27 and 76%-92% for LMNA-related cardiomyopathy and 199 

arrhythmia.11,28 In our study, of the 53 participants with returned P/LP variants who were invited 200 

for detailed follow-up examination, 38% had arrhythmia diagnoses and 55% had documented 201 

arrhythmia phenotypes. Therefore, it appears that we can apply the lessons of the family studies 202 

to the general population, although the penetrance in unselected populations may be lower. 203 

Several variables help explain incomplete penetrance for arrhythmia disorders, such as genetic 204 

background (including common polygenic risk), sex, and age; environmental influences such as 205 

drug exposures and electrolyte derangements can also elicit a phenotype in susceptible 206 

individuals.29-31 Future precision medicine efforts could integrate these variables with P/LP 207 

variant status to better identify individuals at high risk of developing serious arrhythmias. 208 

 209 

In vitro functional evaluation and variant reclassification 210 

Ultra-rare VUS are plausible disease-causing variants and were detected in a large 211 

fraction (8.4%) of participants. VUS were detected at a higher rate in self-reported non-White 212 

participants compared to White participants, similar to previous findings for hereditary cancer-213 

predisposing genes.32 However, only LMNA VUS had any significant arrhythmia associations, 214 
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with extreme and severe phenotypes. 116 ultra-rare VUS detected in at least 1 individual with a 215 

severe or extreme arrhythmia phenotype, but the EHR code-based data alone were not sufficient 216 

to reclassify these VUS because these variants typically were present in only one or a few 217 

participants. To further decipher these variants’ disease risk, we used automated patch clamp 218 

recording, an emerging technology that enables the high-throughput electrophysiological study 219 

of ion channel variants.6,9,33 Based on in vitro functional testing and recently published hotspot 220 

criteria,19 we were able to reclassify 12 of 52 examined variants. Future analyses studying even 221 

larger cohorts, independently or combined with high-throughput in vitro characterization6,34 222 

promise to further discern the disease risk of individual ultra-rare variants. 223 

 224 

Prospects for arrhythmia genomic screening 225 

Out of the 21,846 participants in this study, P/LP variants in arrhythmia genes were 226 

returned to 53 participants. These individuals had a high rate of arrhythmia phenotypes (55%) 227 

and inherited arrhythmia diagnoses (38%), a majority of which were made following return of 228 

variant results. These data and the broader EHR-derived arrhythmia associations discussed above 229 

indicate that incidental P/LP variants in selected arrhythmia genes are associated with increased 230 

risk of arrhythmias. Population genomic screening has the potential to positively impact public 231 

health, and has begun to be deployed for some diseases such as hereditary cancer syndromes and 232 

familial hypercholesterolemia.35 Our results suggest that arrhythmia genomic screening may also 233 

be merited, especially in the context of simultaneous screening for multiple Mendelian disease 234 

genes. However, future work is needed to better understand the accuracy and cost-effectiveness 235 

of arrhythmia genomic screening.  236 

 237 
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Limitations 238 

This study used EHR phenotypes for some analyses, which risks misdiagnosing or 239 

underdiagnosing certain clinical phenotypes. This applies in particular to specific arrhythmia 240 

phenotypes, such as BrS or CPVT, which may be challenging to ascertain from the EHR and 241 

may require special diagnostic testing and interpretation. Despite consenting for the genomic 242 

screening study, 21/51 participants who were returned the result of a P/LP variant did not seek 243 

follow-up care with a cardiology specialist or genetic counselor. Therefore, penetrance of the 244 

P/LP variants in this study might be underestimated due to incomplete ascertainment. P/LP 245 

variants in three genes (KCNE1, KCNE2, and KCNJ2) and specific variants in other genes were 246 

present in a low number of participants, limiting the power of analyses using these genes or 247 

variants. Estimates of penetrance might also be improved with family history information, which 248 

was not available in eMERGE-III.   249 

 250 

Conclusions 251 

In a cohort of more than 20,000 unselected participants, P/LP variants in arrhythmia 252 

genes were associated with arrhythmia phenotypes. After return of results of P/LP variants, 253 

inherited arrhythmia diagnoses were made in nearly half of carriers. Follow-up in vitro 254 

functional evaluation enabled VUS reclassification. In large cohorts, rare variants in arrhythmia 255 

genes can be characterized by integrating genomic screening, EHR phenotypes, and in vitro 256 

functional studies.   257 
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Methods 258 

Study participants 259 

We studied the prospective Electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE-III) 260 

cohort consisting of 21,846 individuals recruited from 10 academic medical centers in the 261 

United States.16,17 There were 24,956 individuals recruited for the eMERGE-III study but we 262 

excluded 410 from the analyses presented here due to incomplete age and/or sex information, 263 

2,498 (all from a single site) because they were enrolled based on the results of previous 264 

sequencing, and 202 because their indications for enrollment were arrhythmia, 265 

cardiomyopathy, or heart failure. All participants consented to have P/LP sequencing results 266 

reported to them and to their EHR. This project was approved by the Institutional Review 267 

Boards of the individual centers. Individuals were enrolled between January 2016 and January 268 

2018.  269 

 270 

Sequencing and variant annotation 271 

 Individuals were sequenced for the complete coding regions of 109 genes, including the 272 

10 arrhythmia-associated genes reported here, using a custom Illumina capture platform. A 273 

detailed description of this sequencing project and variant calling pipeline has been previously 274 

published.16 P/LP variants in the five arrhythmia genes that were returned (KCNE1, KCNH2, 275 

KCNQ1, LMNA, and SCN5A) were annotated by the sequencing centers using ACMG/AMP 276 

criteria.18 Variants in the other five genes (ANK2, CACNA1C, KCNE2, KCNJ2, and RYR2) were 277 

evaluated using ClinVar annotations36 and manual review using ACMG/AMP criteria.18 No gain 278 

of function RYR2 P/LP variants associated with CPVT risk were detected or returned, consistent 279 

with the low prevalence of CPVT.12 However, loss of function RYR2 variants, recently 280 
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associated with sudden arrhythmic death,37 were also classified as P/LP and included in the 281 

EHR-based analyses. Exome and genome sequencing counts from gnomAD v.2.1.1 were used to 282 

calculate a merged gnomAD allele frequency.38 Principal components of ancestry were 283 

determined from an analysis of ancestry informative markers included on the eMERGE-III 284 

platform as previously described.39 285 

 286 

Return of results 287 

 A description of the overall return of results (RoR) for the eMERGE-III project has been 288 

published.17 Briefly, each site decided which P/LP variants to return, largely following the 289 

ACMG list of recommended genes40 (KCNH2, KCNQ1, SCN5A, and LMNA), but also including 290 

KCNE1 variants for some sites. As described above, no RYR2 P/LP CPVT variants were 291 

identified so none were returned. VUS were not returned. Two variants, KCNE1 p.Asp85Asn 292 

(rs1805128) and KCNE2 p.Met54Thr (rs74315447) were classified as “risk factor” variants.21 293 

These variants were returned by some sites, but they were not included in the analyses presented 294 

here. Return of results occurred between July 2017 and May 2019, and there was 1 year of 295 

follow-up for these participants. During this follow-up period, participants with P/LP variants in 296 

arrhythmia genes were contacted and encouraged to pursue a genetic counseling/cardiology 297 

follow-up visit. To capture the impact of return of sequencing results, three RedCap surveys 298 

were filled out by specialist reviewers: immediately following return of results, after 6 months, 299 

and after 1 year. These surveys consisted of manual chart review to ascertain which patient 300 

phenotypes and diagnoses were available at each of the three time periods. Inherited arrhythmia 301 

diagnoses were adjudicated by clinicians at each site, either during a specialist follow-up visit or 302 

by diagnostic codes in the EHR.  303 
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 304 

Comparison by variant status 305 

 Participants heterozygous for P/LP variants were defined as described above. Participants 306 

heterozygous for VUS were defined as individuals who 1) did not have a P/LP variant in the 10 307 

sequenced arrhythmia genes and 2) were a heterozygous for a VUS with a minor allele frequency 308 

<2.5e-5 in the gnomAD database, following a previously suggested cutoff for Mendelian 309 

arrhythmia variants.20 Non-carriers were defined as individuals not in the first two groups for any 310 

of the 10 arrhythmia-associated genes. All demographic comparisons between these groups were 311 

made with two-sided Fisher’s Exact Tests, implemented in R with the function fisher.test with 312 

the exception of age, which was analyzed as a continuous variable using a Kruskal-Wallis test 313 

using the R function kruskal.test. 314 

 315 

Generation of phenotypes from EHR codes 316 

 Arrhythmia phenotypes were extracted from the core phenotype set of eMERGE-III, 317 

using International Classification of Diseases codes (ICD9, ICD10) and Current Procedural 318 

Terminology (CPT) codes from EHRs. The 11 arrhythmia-related phenotypes were long QT 319 

syndrome (LQTS), sudden cardiac death (SCD) [also including sudden unexplained death and 320 

sudden infant death syndrome], ventricular tachycardia/ventricular fibrillation (VT/VF), 321 

advanced atrioventricular block (Ad. AVB) [including second degree AVB, bifascicular or 322 

trifascicular AVB, high-grade or complete heart block], presence of cardiovascular implantable 323 

electronic devices (CIEDs), sick sinus syndrome (SSS), atrial fibrillation/atrial flutter (AF/AFL), 324 

left bundle branch block (LBBB), premature ventricular contractions (PVCs), right bundle 325 
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branch block (RBBB), and syncope (unspecified). A full description of the associated codes that 326 

were used to generate these code-based phenotypes is presented in File S1. 327 

Arrhythmia phenotypes were grouped by severity as follows: 328 

1) Extreme: LQTS, SCD, VT/VF. 329 

2) Severe: SSS, CIEDs, Ad. AVB.   330 

3) Moderate: AF/AFL. 331 

4) Mild: PVCs, LBBB, RBBB, or syncope. 332 

 333 

Electrocardiographic parameters 334 

 Electrocardiographic (ECG) data (PR, QRS, QT, heart rate) were available from the EHR 335 

from 4 sites for all individuals (P/LP carriers, VUS carriers and non-carriers).  Bazett’s formula 336 

was used to derive the corrected QT interval (QTc) from the QT and heart rate 337 

(QTc=QT/(RR^0.5), QT measured in milliseconds and RR in seconds). ECGs without a reported 338 

heart rate, QT, or QRS were excluded. ECGs with outlier intervals (QT ≤ 150 or >1000 ms, QRS 339 

≤ 20 ms or >1000 ms, or PR ≤ 40 ms or >1000ms) were also excluded. To avoid confounding 340 

effects on these intervals from tachycardia and bradycardia, only ECGs with heart rate between 341 

50-100 beats per minute were included in the analysis. If a participant had more than one ECG 342 

meeting inclusion criteria, median values for each interval were used in subsequent analyses. For 343 

individuals with returned variants, case review surveys included data derived from the last 344 

available ECG. For the maximum QTc column in Table S11, if individuals had ECG data 345 

available from both case review surveys and from the EHR, the maximum QTc from either 346 

source was used.  347 

 348 
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Phenotype enrichment analyses 349 

Associations between carrier status and the 11 EHR code-derived phenotypes were 350 

examined by comparing 1) P/LP heterozygotes to non-carriers and 2) VUS heterozygotes to non-351 

carriers, using the criteria defined above. These associations were evaluated using two methods. 352 

The first method was logistic regression, implemented in Stata. The model predicted arrhythmia 353 

phenotype from genetic case or control status, and included age, sex, study site, and first 10 354 

principal components of ancestry as covariates. Phenotype and genetic case or control status 355 

were binary variables. The p-values and effect sizes were determined using the Stata function 356 

logistic. The second method used the Optimized Sequence Kernel Association Test (SKAT-O),41 357 

implemented using rvtests software,42 using the same covariates as above. For Figure 1, the 358 

associations between variant status and “severe” or “extreme” phenotypes were also examined 359 

by logistic regression with similar covariates as above comparing 1) P/LP heterozygotes to non-360 

carriers and 2) VUS heterozygotes to non-carriers.  361 

Associations between variant status and ECG intervals were determined by linear 362 

regression implemented in Stata. The model predicted ECG intervals as continuous variables 363 

from genetic case or control status, and included age, sex, site, and 10 principal components of 364 

ancestry as covariates. 365 

For all these sets of tests, false discovery rates (FDRs) were calculated from the nominal 366 

p-values using the R function p.adjust using the “Benjamini & Hochberg” option. FDRs less than 367 

0.1 were considered statistically significant.  368 

 369 

EHR analyses of individual variants 370 
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Variants were pooled according to multiple criteria in separate analyses (e.g. by gene, by 371 

clinical annotation, by individual variant). For individual variant analyses, ultra-rare (gnomAD 372 

allele frequency <2.5e-5)20 variants with at least three carriers in the cohort or at least one carrier 373 

with a severe or extreme arrhythmia phenotype (as defined above) were analyzed. The 374 

frequencies of phenotypes in these subgroups were calculated using the four arrhythmia 375 

phenotype groups described above.  376 

 377 

Electrophysiological evaluation of variants 378 

 A subset of variants in KCNH2, KCNQ1, and SCN5A were selected for in vitro study 379 

using the SyncroPatch 384PE or 768PE automated patch clamp devices. KCNH2 and SCN5A 380 

variants were studied as previously described.6 Briefly, KCNH2 and SCN5A variants were 381 

generated with QuikChange Multi Kit (Agilent) in a “zone” plasmid (fragment of full length 382 

gene) and subcloned into a SCN5A:IRES:mCherry-blasticidinR or KCNH2:IRES:mCherry-383 

blasticidinR plasmid. All mutagenesis primers are listed in Table S14. KCNH2 and SCN5A 384 

mutant or wildtype plasmids were integrated into a HEK293 landing pad negative selection 385 

line,43 selected with AP1903 (MedChem Express) and blasticidin (ThermoFisher), validated by 386 

flow cytometry, and patch clamped on the SyncroPatch 384PE as previously described.6 For 387 

SCN5A, variants with normalized peak current density <10%, 10-50%, 50-75%, 75-125%, 388 

>125% were considered loss of function, partial loss of function, mild loss of function, normal, 389 

and gain-of-function, respectively. Late current measurements for p.Gly1605Asp were confirmed 390 

by manual patch-clamp, as previously described44 using the cell lines described above. Cutoffs 391 

for KCNH2 were identical as the SCN5A cutoffs above, except KCNH2 tail current was used. 392 

KCNQ1 variants were generated and studied in combination with KCNE1 in either the 393 
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homotetrameric or heterotetrameric state (coexpressed 1:1 with WT KCNQ1) in Chinese 394 

Hamster Ovary cells on the SyncroPatch 768PE as previously described.9 For KCNQ1, variants 395 

with normalized peak current density <25%, 25-75%, 75-90%, 90-110%, 110-125%, 125-150%, 396 

>150% compared with WT channels were considered loss of function, partial loss of function, 397 

near-normal, normal, near-normal, mild gain-of-function, and severe gain-of-function, 398 

respectively. For the three genes, additional parameters were collected and examined, i.e. voltage 399 

dependence of activation/inactivation, activation/deactivation speeds, and recovery from 400 

inactivation, but none of the variants had large enough changes in these parameters compared to 401 

wildtype to modify the peak/tail current derived cutoffs mentioned above. The full dataset of 402 

measured patch clamp parameters for each variant is presented in File S2. 403 

Following functional evaluation, variants were reclassified using ACMG/AMP 404 

classification criteria. A full description of the ACMG/AMP classification criteria used is 405 

detailed in the Supplemental Methods.  406 

 407 

Data availability 408 

The eMERGE-III datasets are publicly available in the dbGaP repository under 409 

phs001616.v2.p2 and access can also be requested on the eMERGE website https://emerge-410 

network.org. 411 

 412 

  413 
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Figure 1: Penetrance of arrhythmia variants by gene 448 

 449 

 450 

 451 
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 453 
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 455 
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 459 

 460 

 461 

Abbreviations: SCD: sudden cardiac death, LQTS—long QT syndrome, VT—ventricular 462 

tachycardia, VF—ventricular fibrillation, AF/AFL—atrial fibrillation/atrial flutter, PVC—463 

premature ventricular contraction, Ad.AVB—advanced atrioventricular block, SSS—sick sinus 464 

syndrome, CIEDs—cardiovascular implantable electronic devices, LBBB—left bundle branch 465 

block, RBBB—right bundle branch block, P/LP—pathogenic/likely pathogenic, VUS—variant 466 

of uncertain significance. * indicates false discovery rate < 0.1 (adjusted for the p-values from 467 

comparisons made in this figure). P values were derived from a logistic regression analysis 468 

which modeled severe or extreme phenotype status as a function of variant carrier status (P/LP 469 
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vs. no variant or VUS vs. no variant), sex, site, age, and the first 10 principal components of 470 

ancestry.  471 

  472 
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Figure 2: ECG interval associations and rate of LQTS diagnoses 473 

 474 

 475 

A-D) Comparison between individuals with P/LP variants in all genes or in specific genes and 476 

individuals with no P/LP or ultra-rare VUS (“no variant”). Only groups with at least 5 carriers 477 

are shown. A-C) Electrocardiographic intervals (mean+/- SE) derived from the EHR from 4 of 478 

the 10 sites in the study. Red indicates significant associations (FDR<0.1), when compared to the 479 

no variant group. FDRs were calculated from all the p-values in panels A-C. D) Percentage of 480 

variant carriers with a long QT syndrome (LQTS) code in their EHR. OR=odds ratio, compared 481 

to individuals with no P/LP or ultra-rare VUS (“no variant”). *FDR<0.1. FDRs for panel D were 482 

calculated from all the p-values in Table S3 (including the other EHR-based phenotypes 483 

analyzed in this study). An additional summary of the data in panel D is presented in Table S9, 484 

including numbers of individuals in each group, and a similar analysis for VUS is presented in 485 

Table S10.  486 
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Figure 3: Return of variant results 487 
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 504 

Abbreviations: DCM—Dilated cardiomyopathy; Atrial Fib—Atrial Fibrillation; PVC—505 

Premature Ventricular Contractions; V. Tach—Ventricular Tachycardia.  506 
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Figure 4: Percentage of variant carriers with arrhythmia phenotypes 507 

 508 

Text columns indicate gene, variant name, variant ACMG classification, and number of 509 

individuals who were heterozygous for that variant in this study. Selected variants in KCNE1, 510 

KCNH2, KCNQ1, LMNA, and SCN5A are shown. A similar plot for the remaining genes in this 511 

study is presented in Figure S1. Shown variants have a gnomAD minor allele frequency below 512 

2.5e-5 and are either 1) present in at least 3 eMERGE-III heterozygous participants or 2) present 513 

in at least 1 heterozyous participant with an extreme or severe phenotype. *Clinical genetic 514 

testing indicated that this participant also has a pathogenic variant in DSP p.Arg1269Ter and a 515 

VUS in JUP p.Ser323Gly. Variants in bold were subjected to in vitro functional studies (Table 516 

1). Variant reclassifications are indicated with red or green text and are based on a combination 517 

of in vitro functional data and revised hotspot criteria (Table 1). Abbreviations: SCD—sudden 518 
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cardiac death, LQTS—long QT syndrome, VT—ventricular tachycardia, VF—ventricular 519 

fibrillation, AF/ AFL—atrial fibrillation/atrial flutter, PVC—premature ventricular contraction, 520 

Ad.AVB—advanced atrioventricular block, SSS—sick sinus syndrome, CIEDs—cardiovascular 521 

implantable electronic devices, LBBB—left bundle branch block, RBBB—right bundle branch 522 

block, P/LP—pathogenic/likely pathogenic, VUS—variant of uncertain significance.  523 
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Figure 5: In vitro functional characterization of KCNQ1 and SCN5A variants 524 

 525 

 526 

 527 

A. Representative homotetramer current-voltage plots for selected KCNQ1 variants. B. 528 

Representative heterotetramer current-voltage plots for selected KCNQ1 variants. p.Gly314Ser is 529 

a control variant with dominant negative properties. For A-B wildtype KCNE1 was coexpressed 530 

and for B a 1:1 ratio of WT:variant KCNQ1 was expressed. C. KCNQ1 current density for all 531 

variants studied in homotetrameric form. D. KCNQ1 current density for all variants studied in 532 

heterotetrameric form. E. Representative current-voltage plots for selected SCN5A variants. F. 533 

SCN5A peak current density for all variants studied. Peak current density was measured as pA/pF 534 

and normalized to wildtype. G. Representative and quantification (inset) of late-current tracings 535 

for wildtype and p.Gly1605Asp variant. Late current measurements were calculated as a 536 

percentage of peak current from the same cell. *p=0.0028. Data in A-F were generated using the 537 

SyncroPatch instrument. Data in G were generated with manual patch-clamping. Chinese 538 

Hamster Ovary cells were used for A-D and Human Embryonic Kidney 293 cells were used for 539 
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E-G. At least 20 replicate cells were analyzed per variant. The full patch clamp dataset, including 540 

numbers of replicate cells for each variant are listed in File S2. 541 

  542 
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Table 1: Reclassification of VUS studied in vitro 543 

Variant 
#	Carriers	
(Affected/	
Total) 

Phenotype(s) In	Vitro	
Result 

Criteria	
Added	

ACMG	
Class. 

KCNH2	p.Ala244Val 0/3 —	 Normal BS3	 VUS→LB 
KCNH2	p.Gly924Trp 0/5 — Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 
KCNH2	p.Pro1132Ala 0/3 — Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 
KCNH2	p.Pro1075Leu 0/3 — Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 
KCNH2	p.Glu682Asp 1/1 SCD Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 

KCNH2	p.Cys1117Ser 1/1 VT/VF,	Syncope,	AF,	
Ad.AVB,	SSS Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 

KCNQ1	p.Gly626Ser 0/3 — Near	Normal BS3	PM1p	 VUS→LB 
KCNQ1	p.Arg181Leu 0/1 — Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS→LP 
KCNQ1	p.Cys381Trp 0/1 — Mild	LOF PM1	 VUS→LP 
KCNQ1	p.Arg533Trp 0/1 — Severe	LOF PS3m	PM1	 VUS→LP 
KCNQ1	p.Val280Glu 1/1 LQTS,	Syncope,	CIED Severe	LOF+DN PS3	PM1	 VUS→P 
KCNQ1	p.Gly186Asp 1/1 LQTS Severe	LOF+DN PS3	PM1	 LP→P 

KCNQ1	p.Ala31Val 3/6 Ad.AVB,	LBBB,	RBBB,	PVCS;	
SCD;	PVCS,	Syncope Near	normal BS3	 VUS 

KCNQ1	p.Gly57Ser 3/9 AF,	Syncope;	Syncope;	AF,	
CIED Normal BS3	 VUS 

KCNQ1	p.Arg181His 1/1 PVCS Near	normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Ser475Asn 1/1 Syncope Near	normal BS3	PM1p	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Leu491Val 1/1 Syncope Near	normal BS3	PM1p	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Thr495Pro 1/1 PVCS Near	normal BS3	PM1p	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Glu449Lys 1/3 Syncope Normal BS3	PM1p	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Gly57Arg 1/4 AF Near	Normal BS3	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Asp388Asn 0/1 — Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Glu290Lys 2/4 Syncope;	AF Mild	LOF PM1	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Pro448Leu 1/1 Syncope Mild	LOF PM1p	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Ser66Phe 1/1 AF,	Syncope Mild	LOF 	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Ala287Val 1/1 PVCS GOF PM1	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Pro441Ser 1/1 AF Mild	LOF PM1p	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Arg452Leu 1/1 PVCS Mild	LOF PM1p	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Gln531Glu 1/1 Syncope Mild	LOF PM1	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Lys398Arg 1/2 LBBB Mild	LOF PM1p	 VUS 

KCNQ1	p.Asp488Glu 1/2 AF,	Ad.	AVB,	LBBB,	SSS,	
VT/VF Mild	LOF PM1p	 VUS 

KCNQ1	p.Gly635Arg 1/3 AF Mild	LOF PM1p	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Gly57Val 1/4 AF,	CIED Mild	LOF 	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Pro67Arg 0/2 — GOF 	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Thr444Met 0/2 — Mild	LOF PM1p	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Ile574Val 0/3 — Mild	GOF PM1	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Arg519His 2/4 Syncope;	Syncope Severe	LOF PS3m	PM1	 VUS 
KCNQ1	p.Asp649Asn 0/2 — Mild	LOF PM1p	 LB 
SCN5A	p.Pro1123Leu 0/3 — Normal BS3	 VUS→LB 

SCN5A	p.Phe1794Ile 1/1 AF,	Ad.AVB,	SSS,	PVCs,	
Syncope,	CIED Partial	LOF PS3	PM1p	 VUS→LP 

SCN5A	p.Gly1605Asp 1/1 AF,	VT/VF GOF PS3	PM1	 VUS→LP 
SCN5A	p.Asp1741Asn 1/1 AF,	VT/VF GOF PS3	PM1	 VUS→LP 
SCN5A	p.Ile848Phe 1/3 SSS,	AF,	PVCs Mild	LOF PM1	 VUS→LP 
SCN5A	p.Ala662Ser 0/4 — Normal BS3	 VUS 
SCN5A	p.Gly552Trp 0/4 — Normal BS3	 VUS 

SCN5A	p.Lys1500Asn 1/1 AF,	Ad.AVB,	VT/VF,	PVCs,	
Syncope,	CIED* Normal BS3	 VUS 

SCN5A	p.Ser835Ala 1/1 AF Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 
SCN5A	p.Tyr1228His 1/1 Syncope Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 
SCN5A	p.Ser172Thr 1/1 AF,	PVCs,	LQTS,	Syncope Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 
SCN5A	p.Gly1084Ser 1/1 AF,	PVCs,	LQTS,	Syncope Normal BS3	 VUS 
SCN5A	p.Asn291His 1/2 AF,	LQTS,	Syncope Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 
SCN5A	p.Ile94Val 3/3 AF;	AF,	PVCs;	LQTS,	PVCs Normal BS3	PM1	 VUS 

SCN5A	p.Gln245Lys 1/1 AF,	SSS,	VT/VF,	PVCs,	
Syncope Normal BS3	PM1p	 VUS 
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*Clinical genetic testing indicated that this participant also has a pathogenic variant in DSP 544 

p.Arg1269Ter and a VUS in JUP p.Ser323Gly. Abbreviations: AF—atrial fibrillation, 545 

Ad.AVB—advanced atrioventricular block, CIED—cardiovascular implantable electronic 546 

device, LOF—loss of function, GOF—gain of function, DN—dominant negative, LQTS—long 547 

QT, PVCs—premature ventricular contraction, SCD: sudden cardiac death, SSS—sick sinus 548 

syndrome, VT/VF—ventricular tachycardia/ventricular fibrillation, VUS—variant of uncertain 549 

significance, P—pathogenic, LP—likely pathogenic, LB—likely benign. The criteria added 550 

column indicates new ACMG criteria that were applied based on in vitro functional and hotspot 551 

data. The PS3 criterion was applied at the strong (PS3) or moderate (PS3m) level. The PM1 552 

criterion was applied at the moderate (PM1) or supporting (PM1p) level. The full set of applied 553 

ACMG criteria and additional variant data, is presented in Table S13. 554 

  555 
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